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Concepts for the DLA -Virtual merging and unification of the regional astroresources.
-The hierarchical structure of the distributed Digital libraries.
-Data Bases as repositories of electronic documents.
-Exchange of information between RCs.
-DLA as a scientific environment for analyses and data processing of astronomical information for users.
-DLA free access information first of all.
-Developed system of mirror sites.
-Evolution of the DLA on the basis of modern technologies.
Structure of the DLA
-DLA could define logical data organization, their location, relations and management. -A single RC could include a Center of Astronomical Data (archive storage), Astronomical Libraries (digitalization), Publishing Houses (electronic edition of astronomical literature), Scientific Institutes or Observatories (raw astronomical resources).
-Some RC facilities are: collecting and systematizing new information in the field of responsibility, RC as a dealer between an owner of information and the users, information duplication protection, solution of the authorized information problems, data control, access control, URL address control, machine translation of the main regional languages, multilevel description of resources (metadata, guides, abstracts), creation of the popular virtual digest issues, digitalization following to the scientific edition ratings, formation of the RC task groups for information analysis (checking document relevance, strategy of data retrieval, data holding, language multiplicity, research resources rating).
Contents of the DLA (main divisions)
-NEWS and EVENTS(Conferences, Meetings, Seminars, etc).
-INQUIRY SECTION(Handbooks, Dictionaries, Bibliographic Catalogs, Internet Search Resources, Rubricator of astronomical keywords and other on-line products).
-RESOURCES (Catalogs, Databases, Archives, Card-indexes, Digitized Photoplates, etc). 
